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The effects of DEM resolution and neighborhood size on digital soil survey
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Abstract

Terrain characteristics, such as slope gradient, slope aspect, profile curvature, contour curvature computed from digital elevation model (DEM),
are among the key inputs to digital soil surveys based on geographic information systems (GIS). These terrain attributes are computed over a
neighborhood (spatial extent). The objective of this research was to investigate the combined effect of DEM resolution and neighborhood size on
digital soil surveys using the Soil–Landscape Inference Model (SoLIM) approach. The effect of neighborhood size and DEM resolution on digital
soil survey was examined through computing the required terrain attributes using different neighborhood sizes (from 3 to 54 m) for 3, 6, 9, 12, 18,
and 27 m resolution DEM. These attributes were then compiled and used to digitally map soils using the SoLIM approach. Field work completed
on a hillslope in Dane County, WI in the summer of 2003 was used to validate each of the SoLIM derived soil surveys for accuracy. The results of
the soil survey validations suggest that there is a range of neighborhood sizes that produces the most accurate results for a given resolution DEM.
This range of neighborhood sizes, however, varies from landscape to landscape. When the soils on a gently rolling landscape were mapped, the
neighborhood sizes that produced the most accurate results ranged from about 33–48 m. When soils on short, steep backslope positions were
mapped, the neighborhood size values that produced the most accurate results range from about 24–36 m. This paper also shows that it is not
always the highest resolution DEM that produces the highest accuracy. Knowing which DEM resolution and neighborhood size combinations
produce the most accurate digital soil surveys for a particular landscape will be extremely useful to users of GIS-based soil-mapping applications.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Creating detailed soil information is necessary to meet the
demands of ecological and environmental management systems
(Park et al., 2001; Zhu and Mackay, 2001). The scale at which
traditional soil surveys are created and the polygon data model
used is often incompatible with other environmental data layers
derived from digital terrain analysis and remote sensing
techniques (Zhu et al., 2001). In addition, the process of
manually creating conventional soil surveys is often a subjec-
tive one because it relies on the visual identification of land-
scape conditions through airphoto interpretation for delineating

soil–landscape units. The use of geographic information system
(GIS) based soil-mapping applications can resolve these limi-
tations associated with traditional soil surveys by producing
digital soil information at very fine scales, and by using an
objective quantification of the landscape to characterize the soil-
formative environment (Zhu, 1997; McBratney et al., 2003).

In GIS-based soil-mapping applications, raster-based digital
elevation models (DEM) are used to compute the terrain attri-
butes, such as slope gradient, slope aspect, profile and contour
curvature, which are required for characterizing a generalized
soil-formative environment. Numerous authors have shown the
need of terrain attributes derived from DEM for digital soil
mapping (Moore et al., 1993; McSweeney et al., 1994; Zhu,
1997; McKenzie et al., 2000).

Many studies have shown the effect of DEM resolution on
the spatial pattern of terrain attributes (Chang and Tsai, 1991;
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Wolock and Price, 1994; Zhang and Montgomery, 1994; Gao,
1997; Goyal et al., 1998; Chaplot et al., 2000; Schoorl et al.,
2000; Wilson et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2001; McMaster,
2002). Zhang and Montgomery (1994) used DEM of different
resolutions in conjunction with the D8 flow algorithm to detect
patterns in storm runoff and surface saturation. These authors
found that the choice of resolution greatly affected the com-
putation of slope gradient, specific catchment area and wetness
index, and when used as inputs into a hydrologic model, pro-
duced varying results. Wilson et al. (2000) demonstrated how
slope gradient tends to decrease and flow-path length and spe-
cific catchment area tend to increase as cell size increases. Steep
slopes were shown to disappear as the cell size was increased
from 30 m to 200 m. Larger cell sizes also produced shorter
flow-length paths. These authors state that terrain attribute
values derived from DEM with different resolution produced
varying results when input into a Revised Universal Soil Loss
Equation (RUSLE). Chang and Tsai (1991) used DEM of
different resolutions (20 m, 40 m, 60 m and 80 m) in order to
examine the effect of resolution on slope gradient and slope
aspect characteristics. The authors concluded that the accuracy
of slope gradient and slope aspect computations decreased with
larger cell sizes.

Numerous authors have investigated the effect of DEM
resolution on soil and geomorphological models. Thompson et
al. (2001) examined how the vertical and horizontal accuracy of
DEM as well as the DEM source affects the predicted distri-
bution of A-horizon depth. The authors found that using larger
cell sizes produces lower slope gradients on steeper slopes,
steeper slope gradients on flatter slopes, narrower ranges in
curvatures, larger specific catchment areas in upper landscape
positions and lower specific catchment areas in lower landscape
positions. The authors also discussed how finer resolution DEM
may not be necessary for predicting the spatial distribution of A-
horizon depth. Chaplot et al. (2000) investigated how DEM

resolution affects the results of a soil hydromorphy prediction
model. The results of this experiment show that 10 m and 30 m
DEM were able to predict terrain characteristics (elevation
above stream bank, downslope gradient and upslope contrib-
uting areas) in similar ways, however, the amount of error
produced by these characteristics dramatically increased when
using a 50-m DEM. With respect to the prediction of the
hydromorphic soils, the results of the experiment showed that in
each case the coarser resolution DEM deteriorated the predic-
tion quality of the soils when compared to pedological inves-
tigations. Finally, Schoorl et al. (2000) used DEM of different
resolutions to examine the effect of resolution on the results of
geomorphological models. The authors input five different re-
solution DEM (1 m, 3 m, 9 m, 27 m and 81 m) into a model
called LAPSUS (landscape process modeling at multi-dimen-
sions and scales) that calculates erosion and sedimentation rates.
In particular, this study examined the effect on Q (discharge)
values derived as a result of applying either the steepest descent
or multiple-flow direction algorithms to each DEM for the study
area. The experiment found that soil loss predicated by both the
path of steepest descent and the multiple flow routing tech-
niques showed an increase of almost 97% from finest to coarsest
resolution. This study also demonstrates that the calculated
sedimentation rate and resultant sediment load of the catchment
using the multiple-flow routing technique showed an exponen-
tial increase as scale input progressed from coarser to finer
resolution DEM. The DEM resolution thus greatly affected
values of computed terrain characteristics.

This research addresses the effects of DEM resolution as well
as “neighborhood size” on digital soil survey. We use “neigh-
borhood” to mean the spatial extent over which terrain attributes
are computed. Changing the neighborhood size obviously in-
fluences the effective smoothing (or generalizing) of the terrain
surface, and like varying DEM resolution, it therefore alters
the description of the soil-formative environment at a given

Fig. 1. The effect of DEM resolution and neighborhood size on the computation of slope gradient.
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location (Fig. 1). The goal of this research is thus to investigate
how DEM resolution and neighborhood size affect the accuracy
of the derived soil survey products.

2. Background

2.1. The SoLIM approach

The GIS-based soil-mapping application used in this research
is the Soil–Landscape InferenceModel (SoLIM) approach. Zhu
and Band (1994), Zhu (1997), Zhu et al. (1996) and Zhu et al.
(2001) have developed the SoLIM approach to overcome the
limitations of conventional soil surveys. The SoLIM approach
consists of three major components: 1) a similarity model for
representing the spatial gradation of soils, 2) inference tech-
niques for deriving similarity values for a given location and, 3)
derivation of soil information products using the similarity
values. The computation of similarity values at a given location
under SoLIM is based on the soil-forming factor equation
(Jenny, 1941) or the soil–landscapemodel (Hudson, 1992).With
the SoLIM approach, GIS and remote sensing techniques are
used to characterize soil-formative environments (terrain attri-
butes are major part of soil-formative environment), a set of
knowledge acquisition techniques is used to extract knowledge
of soil-formative environment relationships from local soil
experts and other sources, and an inference engine constructed
under fuzzy logic is used to link the characterized soil-formative
environmental conditions with the extracted knowledge to
derive a similarity representation of soils over a landscape. This
research focuses on the terrain related GIS inputs into the SoLIM
approach.

2.2. Effect of DEM resolution and neighborhood size on terrain
attribute calculation

Many studies have shown the effect of DEM resolution on the
spatial pattern of terrain characteristics (Chang and Tsai, 1991;
Wolock and Price, 1994; Zhang and Montgomery, 1994; Gao,
1997; Goyal et al., 1998; Chaplot et al., 2000; Schoorl et al., 2000;
Wilson et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2001; McMaster, 2002).
These authors have generally concluded that as cell size increases,
slope gradients tend to decrease, ranges in curvatures decrease,
flow-path lengths tend to decrease and the accuracy of terrain
attributes at particular locations tends to decrease.

The values of terrain attributes are not only affected by DEM
resolution as these authors have shown, but also the neighborhood
size at each DEM resolution over which they are computed.
Perhaps the most popular method for computing terrain
characteristics is the 3×3 roving window method used in such
programs as TAPES (Moore, 1992) and ESRI Arc/INFO. These
programs derive terrain attributes from a DEM by computing the
value of certain terrain attributes (such as slope gradient) at the
center cell based on the elevation values over a neighborhood
centered around this center cell. Most important terrain attributes
needed for GIS-based soil mapping approaches such as SoLIM
are slope gradient (S) and the surface contour and profile
curvatures. Mathematically, the slope gradient of a continuous

surface is defined as the magnitude of the gradient vector at a
point, which can be computed from the partial derivatives ac-
cording to Hornbeck (1975):

tanS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bz
Bx

� �2

þ Bz
By

� �2
s

ð1Þ

where Az
Ax and

Az
Ay are the partial derivatives, that is the changes of

elevation along the x axis and y axis direction, respectively.
Typically, the partial derivatives are estimated using differences
between grid point elevations (so-called finite difference
methods). For example, a third-order method based on a 3×3
cell estimates the partial derivatives as:

Bz
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c
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8Dy
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Where z is altitude, i represents the pixel position along the
x-axis, j represents the pixel position along the y-axis, Δx and
Δy are the pixel size in the x and y directions (Horne, 1981).

When terrain attribute values are computed from a 3×3
roving window, the spatial extent over which the values are
computed changes according to the resolution of the DEM. For
example, if the cell size is 3 m, elevations of pixels 3 m away
from the central cell are used. In other words, the neighborhood
around the center pixel is consists of all cells lying one cell to
north/south/east/west of the center, which we would describe as
a 3-meter neighborhood. For a 3×3 cell window with a DEM of
5-meter resolution, the neighborhood is 5 m. (Of course the
diagonal distance to the corner points is larger.) With these
methods the neighborhood size is tied directly to the resolution
of DEM and thus terrain attribute values derived using such
methods will change when the DEM resolution changes.

There is one apparent problem with tying neighborhood size
directly to DEM resolution, that is, there is no physical-process
based significance behind using the 3×3 method for computing
terrain attributes. For example, when the resolution of DEM is at
0.5 m, there is no reason for the slope gradient and aspect to be
computed over a 1.5 by 1.5-meter area. In fact, the definition of
slope gradient used by domain experts (soil scientists, geo-
morphologists, hydrologists, etc.) in the field is often very dif-
ferent from the mathematical definitions of slope gradient
presented in the aforementioned equations ((1)–(3)). For ex-
ample, when soil scientists are asked to define the slope gradient
at a location for a particular soil-formative environment, the slope
gradient is often captured over a distance, which the expert
believes to be significant to the process under study, and in effect
smoothing short-scale terrain complexity. Thus, it may be a
mistake to compute terrain attributes according to such equations
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because the domain expert definition of slope gradient may be
very different.

In addition noise or short-scale variations that are not easily
explained by natural processes, may reflect real-world terrain
variation, or may be artifacts of DEM generation (Burrough and
McDonnell, 1998). If the result of the latter, this noise can
greatly affect the accuracy of the terrain characterization if this
information is not filtered out, particularly when the resolution
of DEM is very high (such as at sub-meter level).

The SoLIM approach computes terrain characteristics using a
much different method than the 3×3 roving window technique.
The SoLIM approach uses the 3dMapper software (version 4,
2004) developed at the University of Wisconsin-Madison to
compute terrain characteristics (Burt and Zhu, 2004). The method
used by this program first creates a least-squares regression
polynomial to produce a filtered (generalized) terrain surface over
a user defined neighborhood (window) (see Shary et al., 2002;
Schmidt et al., 2003; for a discussion on polynomial methods).
This method uses the equation:

z ¼ rx2 þ ty2 þ sxyþ pxþ qyþ u ð4Þ

where one can estimate the values for r, t, s, p, and q by moving a
window across the DEM and determining the elevation surface
for a location by minimizing the squared difference between the
polynomial calculated and the elevation values. This procedure is
repeated for every elevation point, and is thus considered a local
polynomial. This technique suppresses short-range variation at
spatial scales smaller than the neighborhood size, regardless of
DEM resolution (thus addressing the two issues associated with
computing terrain characteristics identified above). The user
specifies the neighborhood size, so one can control the amount of
short-scale variation desired for analysis. Because slope gradient,
slope aspect, profile and contour curvatures are computed by
analyzing the polynomial, thismethod produces themost accurate
terrain characterization when compared to other common
methods (Florinsky, 1998).

3. Materials and methods

3.1. The study area

The study site is the 65-hectare Thompson Family Farm (NW
1/4, sec. 21, T5N, R6E), located approximately 3 km east of the
town of Daleyville, in southwestern Dane County, WI (Fig. 2).
This region of Dane County is located in the “Driftless Area” of
Wisconsin. The Driftless Area did not experience direct glacial
till depositions on the land surface during the Laurentide Ice
Sheet advances, the last of which existed in this area until about
13,500 years before present. The landscape of the Driftless Area
is characterized by plateaus or erosional remnants of dolostone
(the Galena Formation) overlying sandstone scarps (the St. Peter
Formation), which together form a branching network of valleys
and ridges (Clayton and Attig, 1997). The Rountree Formation
consists of clay units and overlies the Galena Formation. The
Rountree Formation exists in varying thickness throughout the
Driftless Area where loess overlies cherty dolomite, and is most
prominent on broad ridges. Quaternary loess deposits occur at
this site on the upland areas and as reworked loess in draws,
footslopes and drainageways.

Elevations at the Farm range from 270 m in the bottomland
drainageway to about 350 m on the upland ridgetop (Fig. 3).
The majority of the Farm is underlain by the Galena Formation.
Over the study area, the Galena Formation ranges in elevation
from 320 m to approximately 350 m occupying the ridge and
upslope areas. Slope gradient on the Galena Formation ranges
from 0–1% at the summit to near 25% at the boundary of the
Galena and St. Peter Formations. The St. Peter Formation is
exposed below the Galena Formation for as much as 10 m and
occupies the backslope, footslope and drainageway areas. The
majority of the St. Peter Formation in this area has slope
gradients ranging from 25 to 45%.

Two distinct vegetation communities exist at the Farm: the
grassland of the Galena Formation uplands and the forest
associated with the St. Peter Formation backslopes, footslopes

Fig. 2. The Thompson Family Farm is located in the Driftless Area of southwestern Dane County.
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and drainageways. The vegetation boundary delimits soils more
suitable for agronomic crop production from those that are
unsuitable and have been left to native vegetation growth. The
dominant grassland species here is fescue (Festuca spp.). The
forested areas of the site have not been recently cultivated. The
species of the forested area include oak (Quercus spp.), alder
(Alnus spp.) and other hardwood species.

There are nine different soil series located on the Farm
(Table 1). Each series occupies a unique landscape position.
Five of the series (Dodgeville, Edmund,Dubuque, Frankville and
Brownbeth) are underlain by the Galena Formation. Three series
(Galaville, Galerton and Galtown) occur on both the Galena and
St. Peter Formations. The remaining series, Arenzville, occurs on
drainageways and is relatively insensitive to bedrock type,
occurring throughout the Driftless Area in this landscape position.

3.2. Terrain data preparation and knowledge on soil–
environmental relationships

The elevation data source was a 3-meter (originally 10 ft)
DEM produced by the Dane County Land Information Office
(LIO). The LIO produced this DEM as part of its Fly Dane

Project in the spring of 2000. Mass points and breaklines pho-
togrammetrically collected from aerial photography were used
to create a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) of elevation
facets, and were then converted to a raster-based DEM (Fly
Dane Partnership, 2005). The DEM has a horizontal accuracy of
+/−1.8 m, a vertical accuracy of 0.6 m, and meets the National
Standard for Spatial Data Accuracy for mapping at a 1: 2400
scale (Fly Dane Partnership, 2005). DEM at 6-, 9-, 12-, 18- and
27-m resolutions were created through averaging the elevation
values of the corresponding pixels in a 3-meter DEM using
ESRI Arc/INFO. We use averaging for creating the coarser
resolution DEM because the elevation for a pixel represents the
average height over the area covered by the pixel. Thus, it is
more appropriate to use the averaging method than the nearest
neighbor approach (picking the elevation of the pixel closest to
the center of the coarser pixel). GIS databases for each reso-
lution dataset containing terrain attributes computed across
different neighborhood sizes were then created using 3dMapper
(Table 2). GIS databases were created for all neighborhood
sizes, up to 54 m, which produces a total of 42 GIS databases for
this study.

The following environmental data layers were used to
characterize the soil-formative environments and were com-
piled for each of the 42 different GIS databases: elevation, slope
gradient, contour curvature, profile curvature, fuzzy broad ridge
and fuzzy narrow ridge. Elevation was used to separate soils
located on the upper portions of the toposequence (summits,
shoulders and headwater regions) from those located on the
lower portions (backslopes, footslopes and drainage ways).
Slope gradient, contour and profile curvatures were derived
using the 3dMapper software. Slope gradient is especially
important for characterizing the steep backslope positions. The
profile and contour curvature data layers were used to map soil
series that can be separated by concavity and/or convexity.
Fuzzy broad ridge refers to a data layer contains the mem-
bership of locations being on a “broad ridge”. Similarly, fuzzy
narrow ridge is a data layer contains the membership of loca-
tions being on a “narrow ridge” (Shi et al., 2005). Based on the
knowledge of local soil scientists the pedogenesis on the broad
ridge area is quite different from the narrow ridge area. In
addition as one moves away from these ridge tops (either broad
or narrow) the pedogenesis transition into other forms. The
fuzzy broad ridge and narrow ridge concepts are not only used
to distinguish the different pedogenesis but also (more im-
portantly) capture the nature of transition.

Fig. 3. Topography of Thompson Family Farm and locations of the transects.
Contours placed at 5-m intervals (the vertical exaggeration of this view is 3).

Table 1
The soil series and their Soil Taxonomy classification (Soil Survey Staff, 1999)

Series Classification (subgroup) Typical landscape position

Dodgeville Typic Argiudoll Broad summit
Edmund Lithic Argiudoll Narrow summit
Dubuque Typic Hapludalf Shoulder
Frankville Mollic Hapludalf Headwater area
Brownbeth Lithic Hapludalf Nose slope at shoulder
Galaville Glossic Hapludalf Backslope
Galerton Typic Hapludalf Nose slope at backslope
Galtown Mollic Hapludalf Footslope
Arenzville Typic Udifluvent Drainage way

Table 2
The 42 GIS databases with their respective combinations of DEM resolution and
neighborhood size

DEM resolution
(m)

Neighborhood size (m)

3 3, 6, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51,
54

6 6, 12, 18, 21, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54
9 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54
12 12, 24, 36, 48
18 18, 36, 54
27 27, 54
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The ability of SoLIM to accurately predict the spatial

distribution of soils relies heavily on the quality of the soil–
landscape knowledge available for a given area. The soil–
landscape knowledge for this site was acquired from a local
expert, Duane Simonson, a USDA-NRCS soil survey project
leader for this area, in September of 2001 and was modified in
December of 2003. The original knowledge acquisition process
was completed according to the procedures outlined by Zhu
(1999). Two soil–environment descriptions, one for the

summits, shoulders and headwater regions (Fig. 4) and one
for the backslopes, footslopes and drainageways (Fig. 5), were
created. The diagrams illustrate the relationship between soil
series occurrence, landscape position, slope gradient and slope
shape, and represent the knowledge of soil–environmental
relationships implemented in digital soil survey of the area
using the SoLIM approach.

Once the environmental data layers have been prepared and
the knowledgebase is compiled, a typical process of fuzzy soil

Fig. 4. Environment descriptions for the soil series occurring on upslope positions, as described by the local soil expert.

Fig. 5. Environment descriptions for the soil series occurring in downslope and drainageway positions, as described by the local expert.
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major steps as described below:

1) A fuzzy soil inference (similarity representation of a given
soil series over a landscape) is created by locating tacit points
(non-empirically implied locations, 1 to 2 tacit points per soil
series) (Hudson, 1992) in the landscape for each soil series
and defining membership functions. This process is referred
to as the “implementation of knowledge” and is repeated for
all soil series in the area. Once similarity representations for
all soil series are created, a soil series map is produced by
hardening the similarity vector at each point (assigning to
each location the label of the soil class that has the highest
membership value) (Zhu et al., 2001).

2) The hardened soil series map is then verified by a local soil
expert (Chanc Vogel, USDA-NRCS, verified the maps
produced in this research),

3) Changes, if necessary, are made by adjusting the location of
tacit points and the membership functions for soil series that
are identified by the local soil expert to be mapped in en-
vironments unsuitable for the formation of that soil. The final
tacit point placement and membership functions are then
considered the “verified implementation of knowledge”.

The goal of this research is to investigate the effect of DEM
resolution and spatial extents for computing terrain attributes on
digital soil survey. To achieve this, it is important to keep the soil–
landscape knowledge used in SoLIM unchanged. Keeping the
soils knowledgebase unchanged during the fuzzy soil inference
process was a great challenge when completing the experiments
in this study, as the values of terrain characteristics vary at the
same location when both the DEM resolution and neighborhood
size are altered. As a result, the environmental conditions at the
tacit point for each soil series may change. Thus, the actual
implementation of knowledge on soil–environmental relation-
ships may be different from one combination of resolution and
neighborhood size to another. To avoid this problem, three

different experiments were conducted to minimize the impact of
the inconsistency in implementing the knowledge of soil–
environmental relationships when performing soil inferences on
the different GIS databases.

3.3. Experiment design

Experiment One was designed to investigate the effect of
using both DEM of coarser resolutions and larger neighborhood
sizes. The knowledgebase for each soil series was implemented
using the SoLIM approach on the 3-m DEM with a 3-m
neighborhood size, and a single soil inference was created. The
resulting verified implementation of knowledge was then used
to derive soil series maps for the 41 other GIS databases
(different DEM resolutions with different neighborhood sizes).

Experiment Twowas to investigate the effect of increasing the
neighborhood size for a given resolution DEM. Only one verified
soil inferences were created for each DEM resolution, that is, 3-m
resolution with a 3-m neighborhood size (created in Experiment
One), 6-m resolution with a 6-m neighborhood size, 9-m reso-
lution with a 9-m neighborhood size, 12-m resolution with a 12-m
neighborhood size, 18-m resolution with an 18-m neighborhood
size, and the 27-m resolution with a 27-m neighborhood size. The
resulting verified implementations of knowledge were then used
to derive soil series maps for all other GIS databases of the same
resolution but with different neighborhood sizes.

Experiment Three was to investigate the effect of using
coarser DEM resolution alone. To achieve this goal, 12 verified
soil inferences were created on the 3-m resolution DEM at 6-, 9-,
12-, 18-, 24-, 27-, 30-, 36-, 42-, 45-, 48- and 54-m neighborhood
sizes. The verified implementations of knowledge created on
these GIS databases were then used to derive soil series maps on
the coarser resolution DEM having the same neighborhood size.

3.4. Validation data collection

In order to capture subtle variation in the landscape transect
sampling was used to collect field data for assessing how well
particular combinations of DEM resolution and neighborhood size

Table 3
Experiment one results (% accuracy (standard error)), Galena Transect (18 and
27 m resolutions)

Neighborhood
size (m)

DEM resolution (m)

18 27

18 62.5 (8.6)
27 31.3 (8.2)
36 37.5 (8.6)
54 53.1 (8.8) 31.3 (8.2)

Table 4
Experiment one results (% accuracy (standard error)), St. Peter Transect (18 and
27 m resolutions)

Neighborhood
size (m)

DEM resolution (m)

18 27

18 76.7 (6.4)
27 60.5 (7.5)
36 67.4 (7.1)
54 51.2 (7.6) 51.2 (7.6)

Table 5
Experiment two results (% accuracy (standard error)), Galena Transect (18 and
27 m resolutions)

Neighborhood
size (m)

DEM resolution (m)

18 27

18 71.9 (7.9)
36 68.8 (8.2)
54 68.8 (8.2) 34.4 (8.4)

Table 6
Experiment two results (% accuracy (standard error)), St. Peter Transect (18 and
27 m resolutions)

Neighborhood
size (m)

DEM resolution (m)

18 27

18 76.7 (6.4)
36 69.8 (7.0)
54 65.1 (7.3) 44.2 (7.6)
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could infer the spatial variability of the soil series across the
landscape. The transect trajectories were set to minimize the
distance across major landforms while capturing the range of
variability in the area. Coupled with a small sampling interval
(sampling at every 5m)we hope that the transect sampling allowed
us to capture the range of variability occurring at different scales.

Two different transects were completed at the Farm, with
point samples taken at 5-m intervals along the projected tran-
secting line. Thirty-two samples of the soils underlain by the
Galena Formation (hereafter referred to as the “Galena Transect”)
and 43 samples of the soils underlain by the St. Peter Formation
(hereafter referred to as the “St. Peter Transect”) were collected
(Fig. 3). The transect samples were used to validate each of the
digital soil surveys produced, and were not used to build the soil–
landscape model of the study area.

Three types of sampling information were recorded at each
of the visited locations. The first was the location of each
sample site and the sampling method used (pit or auger hole).
The second type of information recorded was about the observ-
able landscape. Here, the geomorphic position, slope aspect,
slope shape (profile and contour curvatures) and vegetation
were recorded. The final type of information recorded was the
soil profile descriptions. For each location, the name and depth
of each horizon identified, and the soil color, texture, structure,
clay films and any “other” information deemed important for
classifying the sample location were recorded according to
standard USDA-NRCS soil description procedures (Schoenen-
berger et al., 1998).

Each of the soils at the respective locations was classified to
the series level after all the samples were collected. The land-
scape conditions, profile descriptions and a lab analysis of
particle size distribution of the A and Bt horizons for each of
the samples were used to aid in the classification. The cor-
rectness of the final soil classifications were verified by a local
soil expert (Chanc Vogel, a local USDA-NRCS soil scientist in
Wisconsin).

3.5. Accuracy assessment of inferred soil maps

To assess the accuracy of the inference predictions, a
validation program containing the classified field samples was
used on all inferred soil series maps. This program uses a geo-
referenced file of field observations, obtains the soil series label
for each point on each of the soil series maps, and then cons-
tructs an error matrix from the two sets of labels. The output of
the program is a file containing the overall accuracy measure—
a percentage of the correctly matched pairs. This measure is

computed by matching the number of correctly predicted soils
(from the soil series map) with the observed soils (from the field
samples).

All observations were used for each resolution/neighborhood
combination. Using standard statistical methods (Burt and
Barber, 1996, p. 273) the standard error of accuracy is estimated
by [p (1−p) /n]1/2 where p is the sample accuracy and n is the
number of samples. In the worst case (p=1/2) the standard
errors are 8.8% and 7.6% for the Galena and St. Peter samples,
respectively. The actual standard errors encountered can be seen
in Tables 3–8, which report accuracies and their associated
standard errors as a way to illustrate the confidence in the
accuracies. Caution is needed in using the standard errors to
compare accuracies because the usual assumption of indepen-
dent samples is not met. Ideally, truly independent samples
would be collected for each resolution/neighborhood combina-
tion. Such an ambitious sampling scheme (requiring on the
order of 800 samples) was well beyond the resources of this
project.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Results of Experiment One

The goal of this experiment was to investigate the effect of
using both coarser resolution DEM and larger neighborhood
sizes on the accuracy of the inferred soil maps. The results of
this experiment are presented in Figs. 6 and 7 and in Tables 3
and 4 (these two tables contains the accuracy information for
DEM at 18 m resolution and 27 m resolution). The results show
that the accuracy values of soil maps for DEM at a given
resolution form a curve across the different neighborhood sizes.
This result suggests that there is a range of neighborhood sizes
at which digital soil surveys should be mapped: about 40 m
over the Galena Formation and about 30 m for the St. Peter
Formation. The 18- and 27-m resolution DEM are the except-
ions to this trend. This exception is likely due to that fact that
the minimum neighborhood size over which one can charac-
terize terrain characteristics is very large for these coarse reso-
lution DEM, thus suppressing any short-range variations
necessary to examine the effect of neighborhood size.

In addition to an optimal range of neighborhood sizes for
producing digital soil surveys, the range also varies from the
landscape characterized by the Galena Transect to that charac-
terized by the St. Peter Transect. The contrasting characteristics
of the landscape ostensibly require different optimal ranges for
each validation. First, the Galena Transect is a gently rolling

Table 7
Experiment three results (% accuracy (standard error)), Galena Transect (18 and
27 m resolutions)

Neighborhood
size (m)

DEM resolution (m)

18 27

18 71.9 (7.9)
27 50.0 (8.8)
36 68.8 (8.2)
54 68.8 (8.2) 34.4 (8.4)

Table 8
Experiment three results (% accuracy (standard error)), St. Peter Transect (18
and 27 m resolutions)

Neighborhood
size (m)

DEM resolution (m)

18 27

18 76.7 (6.4)
27 51.2 (7.6)
36 69.8 (7.0)
54 65.1 (7.3) 44.2 (7.6)
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landscape where soil development is influenced by terrain
characteristics over longer distances (about 30 m). Larger
neighborhood sizes (about 40 m) must therefore be used on
these locations in order to mimic these slight variations. Second,
the St. Peter tends to occur on short, steep backslopes and
footslopes. In this case, neighborhood sizes too small (such as 3–
15 m) contain too many short-range terrain characteristic
variations to which soil development is insensitive, while
neighborhood sizes too large (such as over 40m)may excessively
remove the landscape variations important to soil formation —
both instances lead to decreased accuracy. The results of this
experiment thus suggest that it is very important to match the
neighborhood size with the variations in the real-world landscape
that affect soil development.

Further analysis of the accuracy curves for both validation
sets reveals two additional pieces of information. First, when
DEM of finer resolutions are used (3 and 6 m), a great amount
variation in the accuracy values exist, indicating that these
resolution DEM are very sensitive to the choice of neighbor-
hood size. The range of accuracy value variation on the 3-m
DEM is 35% on the Galena Transect and 28% on the St. Peter
Transect; the range of variation for the 6-m DEM is 28% on the
Galena Transect and 27% on the St. Peter Transect. Secondly,
the DEM with coarser resolutions (9 and 12 m) do not appear to
be as sensitive to the choice of neighborhood size. The range of
accuracy values for the 9-m DEM is 13% on the Galena
Transect and 21% St. Peter Transects; the range of accuracy
variation for the 12-m DEM is 13% on the Galena Transect and
9% on the St. Peter Transect.

4.2. Results of Experiment Two

The goal of this experiment was to investigate the effect of
increasing the neighborhood size for a given DEM resolution.
Several of the data trends that were noted in Experiment One are
also observed in this investigation in Figs. 8 and 9 and Tables 5
and 6. The first trend is that the accuracies for a given resolution
DEM form a curve on the 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-m resolutions. This
trend verifies the notion that there is a range of optimal
neighborhood size values at which digital soil surveys should be
produced. More importantly, the results of this experiment again
show that the range of neighborhood sizes at which digital soil
surveys should be produced varies from landscape to landscape.

The results from Experiment Two can also be compared to
the results from Experiment One in order to assess the impact of
the knowledge implementation for a given resolution DEM (the
results for Experiment One and Two are the same for the 3-m
resolution DEM, so no assessment for this resolution can be
made). When the highest accuracy values for each validation set
from Experiment Two for the 6-m resolution DEM (81% at the
48-m neighborhood size for the Galena Transect and 67% both
at the 18- and 24-m neighborhood size for the St. Peter
Transect) are compared to the highest accuracy results from
Experiment One for the 6-m resolution DEM (56% at the 42-m
neighborhood size for the Galena Transect and 70% at the 30-m
neighborhood size for the St. Peter Transect), it becomes ap-
parent that the similar neighborhood sizes are producing the
highest accuracy values for each validation set. However, much
greater accuracies (as much as 25 percentage points more than

Fig. 9. Results from Experiment Two over the St. Peter Transect.

Fig. 8. Results from Experiment Two over the Galena Transect.

Fig. 7. Results from Experiment One over the St. Peter Transect.

Fig. 6. Results from Experiment One over the Galena Transect.
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those in Experiment One) are attained in Experiment Two. The
same is generally true for the 9-, 12-, 18- and 27-m resolution
DEM, where the results from Experiment Two are as much as
22, 12, 12 and 31 percentage points higher, with a similar range
of neighborhood sizes producing the highest accuracy values
for both experiments. Again, the only difference between these
experiments is the way in which the knowledge was im-
plemented on the GIS databases — Experiment One imple-
mented the knowledge only at the 3-m resolution DEM with the
3-m neighborhood size while Experiment Two implemented the
knowledge at each resolution (with the smallest neighborhood
size). As a result of this comparison, it appears that the
implementation of knowledge does have a definite impact on
the accuracy of the digital soil surveys produced. These results
are not problematic to our finding on optimal neighborhood
sizes because the differences between the experiments are in
terms of the accuracy values attained rather than where the
optimal ranges occur with respect to the neighborhood size and
DEM resolution combinations.

Further analysis of the accuracy curves for both validation sets
again reveals how DEM with finer resolutions are much more
sensitive to the choice of neighborhood size than those with
coarse resolution, particularly on the Galena Transect. The range
of accuracy value variation on the 3-m DEM is 35% on the
Galena Transect and 28% on the St. Peter Transect; the range of
variation for the 6 m DEM is 37% on the Galena Transect and
14% on the St. Peter Transect. The range of accuracy values for
the 9-m DEM is 19% on the Galena Transect and 21% St. Peter
Transects; the range of accuracy variation for the 12-m DEM is
6% on the Galena Transect and 12% on the St. Peter Transect.

4.3. Results of Experiment Three

The goal of this experiment was to investigate the effect of
using coarser DEM resolution alone. The results from this expe-
riment presented in Figs. 10 and 11 and Tables 7 and 8 support
the findings of the previous two experiments. Fig. 11 shows that
there is an optimal range of neighborhood sizes to use for
conducting digital soil survey on the landscape characterized by
the St. Peter Transect. Fig. 10 does not display this characteristic
for the Galena Transect. However, higher accuracy is either
achieved or maintained as the neighborhood size is increased for
a given resolution DEM. This supports the finding that different

optimal ranges of neighborhood sizes exist for a given landscape.
Fig. 11 clearly exhibits that the landscape characterized by the St.
Peter Transect is best represented by a neighborhood size of 24–
33 m; neighborhood sizes of greater than 30 m are best
representing the landscape characterized by the Galena Transect.

The results from Experiment Three can also be compared to
the results from Experiment One in order to assess the impact of
the knowledge implementation for a given neighborhood size.
For example, when the highest accuracy values for the vali-
dation set from Experiment Three for the 36-m neighborhood
size (72% at the 3-m DEM resolution for the Galena Transect
and 74% at the 3- and 6-m DEM resolutions for the St. Peter
Transect) are compared to the highest accuracy values from
Experiment One for the same DEM resolution and neighbor-
hood size combinations (56% at the DEM resolution for the 3-m
DEM resolution on the Galena Transect and 67% at the 18-m
DEM resolution for the St. Peter Transect), it becomes apparent
that the similar DEM resolutions are producing the highest
accuracy values for the validation set. However, much greater
accuracy (as much as 16 percentage points higher) are attained
in Experiment Three. The same is generally true for the 12-, 18
and 54-m neighborhood sizes, where the results from
Experiment Three are as much as 25, 18, and 23 percentage
points higher. However, similar resolutions are producing the
highest results. Again, the only difference between these experi-
ments is the way in which the knowledge was implemented on
the GIS databases — Experiment One implemented the
knowledge only at the 3-m resolution DEM with the 3-m
neighborhood size while Experiment Three implemented the
knowledge on the 3-m resolution DEM using various
neighborhood sizes. As a result of this comparison, it appears
that the implementation of knowledge does have a definite
impact on the accuracy of the digital soil surveys produced. As
noted before, these results are not problematic for our findings
on general trend of optimal neighborhood size and DEM
combinations.

The results of these three experiments suggest that there is a
range of optimal neighborhood sizes at which digital soil
surveys at the soil series level should be mapped. Neighborhood
size exerts a considerable bearing on digital mapping accuracy
for soil maps — too little information (large neighborhood)
obscures important pedological differences which may strongly
influence land use capabilities, and too much information (smallFig. 10. Results from Experiment Three over the Galena Transect.

Fig. 11. Results from Experiment Three over the St. Peter Transect.
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neighborhood) overwhelms these significant variations with
systematic high-frequency noise. This differs from the findings
of Wilson et al. (2000) and Thompson et al. (2001) on slope
gradient, of Chaplot et al. (2000) on prediction of hydromorphic
soils occurrences, and of Thompson et al. (2001) on the
predictability of spatial distribution of A-horizon depths (as
reviewed in the Introduction section). The difference may be
due to the fact that this study focuses on both the DEM reso-
lution and neighborhood size on the accuracy of mapping soil
series while the aforementioned studies examined the effect of
DEM resolution on soil properties or terrain attributes.
Nevertheless, the finding of this paper provided a different
perspective.

The existence of optimal neighborhood sizes for mapping
soil series in this case can be related to the fact that soil series is
a scale-dependent concept, that is, soil series exists at certain
spatial scale. When the scale is coarser than the coarse end of
this optimal range the details in the terrain, which are needed to
pick up the soil series, are averaged out. On the other hand,
when the scale is finer than the fine end of this optimal range,
the subtle details in the terrain spoil the relationship. The
implication of this is that one needs to take neighborhood size
into consideration in digital soil mapping. In addition, relief of
landscape mapped is an essential constraint to neighborhood
used in the mapping effort. High relief areas, where soil units
are tightly related to topographic parameters, will necessarily
have a different neighborhood size for mapping efforts than
low-relief landscapes.

5. Conclusions

5.1. General findings

DEM resolution and neighborhood size play an important
role in digital soil survey accuracy depending on landscape
characteristics. The results of the three experiments suggests that
there is an optimal range of a neighborhood size (between 24 and
48 m) for the study area over which the computed terrain
attributes produce the more accurate results in mapping soil
series using the SoLIM approach. The optimal neighborhood
size varies between the two landscapes studied here, which
suggests that this should be considered when generating soil
maps based on DEM. When a gently rolling landscape (which
was captured by the Galena Transect) was mapped, the
neighborhood sizes that produced the most accurate results
ranged from about 33–48 m. Using a neighborhood size outside
of this range can produce a digital soil survey as much as 35
percentage points less accurate than the highest accuracy values.
The soils that exist on this landscape are distinguished by only
slight variations in their soil-forming factors, which attenuates
soil variability. Using a large neighborhood size ensures that
short-range variations that generally do not affect soil develop-
ment do not influence the digital soil surveys produced. When a
landscape with strong relief is mapped, such as short, steep
backslopes as captured by the St. Peter Transect, the neighbor-
hood sizes that produced the most accurate results ranged from
about 24–36 m — using a neighborhood size outside of this

range can produce a soil resource inventory as much as 28
percentage points less than the highest accuracy values.

5.2. Implications

In addition to the above pedological and mapping accuracy
implications, the findings also have economic implications for
national soil survey programs such as the soil survey program of
USDA. Very fine scale DEM are becoming increasingly available
at a very high cost— the cost of the 3-mDEMused in this research
is $600 per Public Land Survey System quad section (6.5 square
km) (Fly Dane Partnership, 2005). While these datasets contain
much more detailed terrain information, the results of this study
show that finer resolution data (3- and 6-m resolutions) do not
necessarily create more accurate soil resource inventories. Instead,
it is much more important to match the terrain characteristics
computed from the DEM using a specified neighborhood size with
the characteristics of the real-world landscape.

We must also point out that the findings of this paper are
based on a relatively small study area. Re-examination and
validation of these findings and concepts over larger areas with
more soil series and complex landscapes are necessarily before
the concepts are taken into production.
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